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PDF methodsThis paper investigates the potential of the RCCE mechanism reduction approach for modelling turbulent
ﬂames within the framework of transported PDF methods. For this purpose, PDF simulations are per-
formed with an RCCE-reduced mechanism via direct integration of the RCCE ODEs, without any tabula-
tion, and comparison is made with both the experimental results and those from a PDF simulation with
direct integration of the detailed mechanism. The ﬂames simulated are the Sandia ﬂames D/E/F and the
simulations are carried out with a RANS approach and a Lagrangian particle method for solving the trans-
ported joint-scalar PDF equation. The detailed mechanism is the well known GRI 3.0 CH4 combustion
mechanism. The turbulence closure employed is the k—e model, while the micromixing closure in the
PDF transport equation is the Interaction with the Mean (IEM) model. The RCCE-reduced mechanism
incorporates 18 constraints, selected from the original 53 species based on laminar ﬂamelet simulations.
Excellent agreement was observed between the RCCE simulations and direct integration, indicating that
the reduced mechanism can reproduce very well the features of the full mechanism. Agreement with
experimental results is also very good, given the turbulence and mixing models employed.
 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of The Combustion Institute. This is an open
access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Transported probability density function (PDF) methods have
long been advocated as a solution to the problem of turbulence–
chemistry interaction modelling in turbulent reacting ﬂows, due
to their potential to accommodate complex chemistry involving
several species with the reaction source term still appearing in
closed form. Yet their application is faced by two main difﬁculties:
the need for closure of the micromixing term and the extensive
computational time required for the integration of the chemical
kinetics ODEs for complex mechanisms. Efforts to address the ﬁrst
of these issues so far involved the development of advanced
micromixing models such as EMST, mapping closures and multiple
mapping conditioning (MMC), as well as the application of LES
which reduces the impact of the micromixing model. Approaches
to the solution of the second issue include mechanism reduction
and tabulation approaches; indeed, it can be said that PDF methods
have been a major driving force for the development of methods in
this area.From the onset of the use of transported PDF methods in com-
bustion, researchers have sought to employ highly simpliﬁed
mechanisms and tabulation methods. In a way, this seems to
defy the purpose of employing PDF methods, since their main
advantage is their ability to accommodate complex chemistry
and turbulence–chemistry interaction by virtue of the source term
appearing in closed form. Yet the extreme number of integrations
of the chemistry ODEs required renders the direct integration of
comprehensive mechanisms prohibitive. The earliest chemical
models used in the context of PDF methods were very small
mechanisms, comprising only a few steps and species. One of them
was a global hydrocarbon 4-step mechanism [1] which, owing to
the very small number of variables involved, could be tabulated
via a straightforward interpolation table approach, and has been
used in pdf studies such as [2]. Much early work on PDF methods
was conducted with other highly reduced (4–5 steps) mechanisms,
and examples of their application to turbulent non-premixed
ﬂames can be found in [3].
Another approach, developed in Pope’s group with transported
PDF methods in mind, is the In-Situ Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) [4],
which is a tabulation procedure performed in real-time (i.e. during
the simulation). ISAT has been employed in conjunction with mod-
erately reduced mechanisms (e.g. 16 species) in [5,6] to simulate
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of LES greatly increased the computational requirements, and
highly reduced tabulated mechanisms were used even in fairly
recent studies, such as a LES-PDF study of Sandia ﬂame D [7] which
still uses the global hydrocarbon 4-step mechanism [1]. A later
LES-PDF study by the same group [8] used the ARM reduced
mechanism [9], comprising 19 species.
All of the reduced mechanisms discussed so far were derived
using the traditional methods of Quasi-Steady State
Approximation (QSSA) and Partial Equilibrium (PEA). In deriving
mechanisms via these concepts, the selection of species and the
derivation of the equations describing the reduced mechanism
have to be carried out individually for each reduced mechanism,
based on knowledge and chemical insight. This was not a problem
in the beginning, while the focus of research on PDF methods and
their application was limited to a few simple fuels, such as hydro-
gen and methane. With mechanisms becoming more and more
complex, however, and the recent interest in modelling combus-
tion of complex fuels, this procedure has become more and more
cumbersome. Systematic methods for investigating time scales
and choosing the QSSA species were also developed, such as
Computational Singular Perturbation (CSP) [10,11] and Level of
Importance (LOI) [12]. More information on these and on other
methods of mechanism reduction can be found in the review
papers [13,14].
Rate-Controlled Constrained Equilibrium (RCCE) is a concept for
deriving reduced mechanisms that can be regarded as an alterna-
tive to the traditional QSSA and PEA concepts. In RCCE, a subset
of chemical kinetics involving the major species is employed to
drive the integration, while a set of algebraic equations derived
from the minimisation of the free energy, but pertaining only to
the minor species, are used to close the ODE system. A major
advantage of RCCE is that the choice of major and minor species
enters the equations as a parameter, so that various reduced
mechanisms can be derived and tested automatically. The choice
of species to be retained can be made on the basis of the same con-
cepts used in traditional reduced mechanisms, such as heuristics
and investigation of the magnitude of species’ concentrations
across the ﬂame. At the same time, RCCE potentially lends itself
to easy integration with systematic procedures that produce an
ordering of species, such as CSP and LOI, as it can accept the
ordered list of major species as external input.
The basic concept of RCCE was initially proposed by Keck and
Gillespie ([15], see also [16]) in the context of homogeneous com-
bustion, but their work was not followed up for a long time, with
the exception of the work of Youseﬁan [17] on the relationship
of RCCE and PEA. The work by our group on RCCE begun with
developing numerical methods for RCCE in homogeneous combus-
tion [18], and continued with coupling RCCE with ﬂow problems,
starting with laminar non-premixed [19] and premixed ﬂames
[20,21]. The recent interest in RCCE has resulted in several other
works: [22] also investigates homogeneous combustion of mono-
carbon fuels, while in [23] RCCE is combined with ISAT and applied
to laminar premixed and non-premixed ﬂames. In [24], the RCCE-
ISAT methodology is tested on a partially stirred reactor, and the
focus is on the selection of constraints using the Greedy
Algorithm with Local Improvement (GALI). Recently, RCCE has also
been applied to some turbulent ﬂames via CMC [25,26] and via PDF
but tabulated through Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (ANNs) [27].
Another application of RCCE to turbulent ﬂames has been in con-
junction with ISAT [28,29].
In all of these cases, however, RCCE was employed in the
context of various tabulation approaches that introduce addi-
tional approximations, and the focus of the studies has been
on the evaluation of the combined approach. E.g. the focus of
[27] was on the errors associated with the ANN tabulation,while [29] deals with the issue of effective distribution of the
CPU load associated with chemistry computations in large-scale
parallel simulations. The question whether RCCE, in its original
form, is capable of producing results approximating the detailed
mechanism, has not been addressed other than in the context of
simpliﬁed problems. On the other hand, reasonably sized QSSA-
derived mechanisms have been investigated via real-time direct
integration in the context of PDF methods (e.g. [30] including 14
independent scalars).
Therefore, the objective of the present paper is to address this
question by coupling both RCCE and direct integration of a detailed
mechanism with a RANS-PDF approach and simulating a set of tur-
bulent partially premixed ﬂames. Both the reduced mechanism
and the detailed mechanism are employed without any tabulation,
and while comparison with experiments is also made, the focus is
on the comparison of RCCE with direct integration. It must be
stressed that the development of RCCE was not done with this pur-
pose in mind: real-time PDF computations are always expensive,
even with reduced mechanisms. The main function of mechanism
reduction in the context of PDF methods is the reduction of dimen-
sionality, in order to render the mechanism suitable for tabulation.
However, an investigation of the real-time integration of the origi-
nal RCCE equations coupled with a PDF method with no additional
concepts is, in our point of view, an essential step that must be tak-
en towards the wider application of the RCCE concept in the con-
text of tabulation approaches.
Both the chemistry and the test problem were chosen to be as
standard as possible: the detailed mechanism is the well-known
GRI 3.0 and the problem is the set of Sandia ﬂames D/E/F that have
long served as the benchmark for the turbulence combustion com-
munity. Although LES-based simulations of turbulent ﬂames are
now common, the performance of RANS-PDF methods in capturing
the interaction of mixing and reaction is well known and therefore
they constitute a good basis for comparing RCCE and direct inte-
gration of the detailed mechanism.
The number of previous simulations of Sandia ﬂames is very
high, and we will only mention here a few that have certain ele-
ments in common with the methodology presented here (mostly
studies employing PDF methods, although a few studies involving
other methods will also be mentioned). The Sandia D/E/F ﬂames
have been computed with the joint PDF of the velocity, turbulent
frequency and composition with an augmented reduced mechan-
ism (ARM) by Tang et al. [31] and Xu and Pope [32] and later with
the full GRI 3.0 mechanism by Cao et al. [33]. Lindstedt and
coworkers [34,35] implemented the transported scalar PDF in the
context of second moment closure of the ﬂow ﬁeld and applied it
to ﬂames B, D and F. Jaishree and Haworth [36] computed these
ﬂames with three different methods for solving the composition
PDF equation in the context of the hybrid RANS-PDF approach:
the Lagrangian particle method, the stochastic ﬁeld method and,
ﬁnally, the multi-environment MEPDF method which employs
the Direct Quadrature Method of Moments (DQMOM) closure. In
LES, Jones and Prasad [8] employed the stochastic ﬁeld method
for LES-PDF and computed the three ﬂames (D, E and F) successful-
ly. These ﬂames have also been simulated with other turbulence–
chemistry interaction models such as the ﬂamelet and CMC – e.g.
Pitsch and Steiner [37] implemented the ﬂamelet model with LES
and applied it to Flame D, and later Ihme and Pitsch [38] performed
LES of ﬂames D and E with the ﬂamelet-progress variable model.
The CMC model was also applied in the context of RANS, e.g. [39]
and LES, e.g. [40,41].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, a summary
of RCCE and the RANS-PDF approaches is given, followed by details
of the numerics employed in this study. Results are then shown for
the three Sandia ﬂames, and various aspects of the RCCE/direct
integration simulations are discussed.
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2.1. The RCCE concept
A brief description of RCCE will be given here; for more details,
particularly on the derivation of the equations in the formulation
employed here, one is referred to [19,20]. The equilibrium concen-
tration of a chemical mixture can be determined in two ways: the
method of equilibrium constants, where every single reaction is
put to equilibrium, and the minimisation of free energy, which is
based on thermodynamic information and does not require knowl-
edge of the mechanism. The latter concept is employed in RCCE, in
conjunction with chemical kinetics, to compute the dynamical evo-
lution of a chemical system featuring a separation of time scales. In
that case, the species exhibiting fast time scales can be regarded as
equilibrated compared to the others and can be computed by a
constrained minimisation of the free energy - constrained by the
concentrations of the major species that are controlled by the
kinetics. In RCCE the dynamics of the system are led by a sub-set
of the chemical kinetics ODEs from the original mechanism, but
the equilibrated species are calculated by a set of algebraic equa-
tions arising from the minimisation of the free energy, which
deﬁne a manifold of constrained equilibrium states and force the
system to remain there.
2.2. Chemical kinetics equations
We ﬁrst introduce the notation that will be employed for the
chemical kinetics in the detailed mechanism. Consider a chemical
reaction mechanism featuring Ne atomic elements, N species and
Nr reactions. Its dynamical evolution is described by a set of differ-
ential equations in terms of the reaction rates of individual reac-
tions, rk, and the stoichiometric factors, mjk, as follows:
dnj
dt
¼
XNr
k¼1
mjkrkðn1;n2; . . . ;nN ; T;qÞ ðj ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NÞ ð1Þ
together with the algebraic equations:
XN
j¼1
njh
o
j ðTÞ ¼ h ð2Þ
XN
j¼1
njqRT ¼ P ð3Þ
Here nj denotes the concentrations of chemical species in kmol
per unit mass of the mixture, a notation especially suited to vari-
able density gas ﬂows, while h is the enthalpy of the mixture per
unit mass and hoj ðTÞ is the enthalpy of each species (both formation
and thermal). The reaction rates are related to the concentrations
by the law of mass action and to the temperature by the
Arrhenius equation.
2.3. RCCE equations
The equations describing the constrained equilibrium state can
be derived from the following considerations: just as the equilibri-
um of a chemical reaction in a closed system at ﬁxed temperature
can be computed via minimisation of the free energy (Gibbs or
Helmholtz), it is possible to deﬁne a further equilibrium condition
for ﬁxed temperature, pressure and concentrations of the leading
species. E.g. suppose that we have a CH4–O2 system and we con-
strain O2. Then all the O-atoms will occur in the form of O2, but
the C and H atoms may be packed into whichever molecules are
thermodynamically stable under these conditions. The RCCEequations are derived by minimising the Gibbs free energy, g, sub-
ject to the conservation of the elements, enthalpy, mass and con-
strained species (hereafter Nc). To perform the minimisation with
the method of Lagrange multipliers, we introduce the parameters
kei – Lagrange multipliers that are called element potentials, as well
as the additional parameters kci , which we call constraint poten-
tials. The following system of equations can be derived for the
manifold of constrained equilibrium states [20]:
loj þ RTln
nj
n
þ RTln P
Po
þ
XNe
i¼1
kei a
e
ij þ
XNc
i¼1
kci a
c
ij ¼ 0 ð4Þ
where acij and a
e
ij are the matrices that relate the constrained species
and elements with the overall concentrations, and Po;loj are the
pressure and chemical potential at the standard state, respectively.
To calculate the dynamical evolution of the system, only the
constraints need to be described by ODEs, taken directly from
the detailed mechanism (Eq. (1)):
dCi
dt
¼
XN
j¼1
acij
XNr
k¼1
mjkrkðn1;n2; . . . ;nN; T;qÞ
" #
ði ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NcÞ ð5Þ
These ODEs must be solved together with algebraic equations deﬁn-
ing the manifold of constrained equilibrium states. The latter are
derived from Eq. (4) by taking exponentials, so that the resulting
equations yield explicitly the composition at the manifold:
nj ¼n
Po
P
exp
loj
RT
 
exp
XNe
i¼1
aeijk
e
i
 " #
exp
XNc
i¼1
acijk
c
i
 " #
ðj¼1; . . . ;NÞ
ð6Þ
together with the algebraic equations expressing conservation of
elements, enthalpy, pressure and consistency with constraints.
The ﬁnal set of equations form a differential–algebraic (DAE)
problem, the dependent variables being the species, Lagrange mul-
tipliers, temperature and density. Only the species associated with
the slow time scales, the temperature and the pressure need to be
known to initiate the computation; the remaining variables are
internal. Initial conditions must be speciﬁed for the constraints;
the Lagrange multipliers and constrained equilibrium composition
can be calculated by solving the constrained equilibrium algebraic
equations at the initial state. A consistent deﬁnition of constraints
must not allow the initial conditions to be modiﬁed. Finally, it
must be noted that an equivalent implicit ODE system can be
derived that computes the evolution of the system in terms of
the Lagrange multipliers, temperature and density, which is usual-
ly more efﬁcient for numerical implementation, and is employed
here; for more information the reader is referred to [19,20]. It must
be emphasised that the equations of RCCE are general, and the
selection of constrained and equilibrated species appears only as
a parameter via the matrix acij. This fact greatly facilitates the inves-
tigation of reduced systems.
3. Joint-scalar transported PDF modelling of turbulent reacting
ﬂows
3.1. RANS equations and turbulence modelling
The basis for the PDF method employed in this study are the
RANS equations supplemented with a turbulence model, which
provide the mean velocity ﬁeld and turbulence quantities for the
joint-scalar PDF transport equation. While LES-PDF simulations
have appeared in the literature and, in general, LES simulations
of turbulent combustion perform better as the impact of the mix-
ing model is minimised, the focus of this study is on the compar-
ison of RCCE and direct integration rather than on producing the
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RANS-PDF methods in simulating the mixing ﬁeld are known and
are also exhibited by the results shown in this study. For variable
density ﬂows, the Favre-averaged equations are employed; they
are not shown here, since they can be found in many sources
(e.g. [2]). The popular (k—e) model is employed for turbulence
modelling; its formulation in the standard form was originally pro-
posed by Jones and Launder [42,43].3.2. Joint-scalar PDF transport equation
The transported joint-scalar PDF is a function that contains all
one-point statistical information about the scalar ﬁeld:
f ya; xi; tð Þ
As with everything else, for variable density ﬂows the PDF must be
Favre-averaged:
ef ya; xi; tð Þ ¼ 1qh i
Z qmax
qmin
qh i f ya; xi; tð Þdq ð7Þ
where q is the mean density.
The transport equation for the joint-scalar PDF can be derived
from the instantaneous conservation equations in several ways,
of which the most well-known is taking the ensemble average of
the ﬁne-grained density [44–46]. The equation can be written in
the following form:
@ qh ief
@t
þ @
@xi
qh i euief þ qh i @
@ya
_xaef 
¼  @
@xi
qh i u00i j ya ¼ wa
 ef þ @
@ya
@Ji;a
@xi
 				ya ¼ wa 
ef ð8Þ
Here, eui is the Favre averaged mean velocity and u00i j ya ¼ wa 
is the conditional velocity ﬂuctuation. wa is the sample space vari-
able for scalar ya. The micromixing term is written in terms of the
diffusion ﬂux, Ji;a. The chemical source term _xa for production of
reactive species and other non-conserved scalars can be expressed
in exact form; this is the most advantageous feature of transported
pdf methods.
The unclosed terms in the PDF transport equation are the terms
on the right-hand side which represent, respectively, turbulent
transport in physical space (turbulent diffusion) and micromixing
in scalar space. The turbulent transport term is unclosed because
the joint-scalar PDF does not include information on velocity
statistics. When an eddy-diffusivity model is applied for the ﬂow
ﬁeld, this term is commonly modelled using a gradient diffusion
assumption:
@
@xi
qh i u00i j ya ¼ wa
 ef  ¼  @
@xi
qh i mtrt
@ef
@xi
 !
ð9Þ
where mt and rt are the eddy viscosity (to be computed from the
turbulence model) and turbulent Schmidt number, respectively.
The micromixing term also requires modelling and represents the
main closure difﬁculty in transported PDF methods. This term rep-
resents the processes responsible for the evolution of the scalar
ﬁelds by mixing occurring at the small scales. In this paper we
employ the Interaction with the Mean (IEM) model [47,48], whose
principle is to perform mixing of the individual entities of the PDF
by allowing their properties to interact with their local ensemble
means.3.3. Lagrangian particle method for solution of the RANS-PDF
equations
The numerical approach employed here consists of a hybrid
algorithm employing a ﬁnite volume CFD solution for the mean
ﬂow ﬁeld, supplemented by a turbulence model, and a
Lagrangian particle method for solving the PDF transport equation.
The method has been discussed extensively e.g. in [45,49,46]. In
this method, the increments of each physical process over a time
step are computed sequentially using the operator splitting or frac-
tional step method. The joint scalar PDF equation is represented by
an ensemble of particles. Each particle carries a set of scalar
variables ya which includes composition and enthalpy. Velocity is
interpolated at the particles locations from the cell centre values,
which are provided by the Eulerian k—e CFD solver. Particles move
in the physical space according to a stochastic differential
equation. The equation incorporates a deterministic convection
(drift) component and a stochastic (diffusion) component and
can be written as:
dxpi ¼ ~ui þ
1
qh i
@lt
@xi
 
dt þ 2lt þ l
qh i
 1=2
dWi ð10Þ
where ~ui is the Favre mean velocity of the particle. The turbulent
diffusivity lt is also obtained from the ﬂow ﬁeld CFD solver. The
second term on the right hand side of Eq. (10) represents the
stochastic diffusion process. dWi is the increment of an isotropic
Wiener process during the PDF time step and involves a normal ran-
dom variable with zero mean and unity variance. dW is thus a ran-
dom variable with zero mean and a variance equal to the PDF time
step dt [49]. The evolution of the scalar ﬁelds by molecular mixing
and reaction is performed by a fractional step method. The molecu-
lar mixing is treated by implementing the IEM model:
ypa t þ dtð Þ ¼ ypa tð Þ 
Cy
2
e
k
ypa tð Þ fya dt ð11Þ
where Cy is the mixing time scale andfya is the local ensemble mean
of the scalar variable ya.
4. Numerical procedure
4.1. Experimental setup
The Sandia ﬂames are piloted ﬂames that have the same
geometric conﬁguration and composition of the jet, pilot and co-
ﬂow streams but differ in the jet and pilot velocities. The D, E, F
ﬂames are part of a series of six piloted partially premixed ﬂames
(A–F) which has been studied experimentally by Barlow and
coworkers [50,51], who provided detailed measurements of the
scalar ﬁelds. Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) measurements for
the ﬂow ﬁeld were published by Schneider et al. for the ﬂames
D, E and F [52]. The jet Reynolds numbers of the ﬂames span from
1,100 (for the A which is a laminar ﬂame) to 44,800 (for the F ﬂame
which is turbulent with global extinction and reignition).
The unconﬁned ﬂames were established on a piloted burner
setup which had been developed at Sydney University [53]. The
burner has a nozzle diameter of D ¼ 7:2 mm and a premixed pilot
that extends to a diameter of 18.2 mm. The main fuel jet is a par-
tially premixed methane–air mixture with composition of 25% CH4
and 75% air by volume which produces non-sooty ﬂames. The
setup minimises the formation of soot and soot precursors, in order
to facilitate the study of gas-phase chemistry and turbulent-chem-
istry interaction without having to incorporate models for radia-
tion and soot formation. The pilot burns a lean (U ¼ 0:77) pre-
mixture of C2H2;H2;O2;CO2, and N2 with the same nominal
enthalpy and equilibrium composition as methane–air at this
equivalence ratio. The energy release of the pilot is approximately
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ﬁeld measurement the burner exit is set approximately 150 mm
above the exit of a vertical wind tunnel, while during the ﬂow ﬁeld
measurement by Schneider et al. [52] it was aligned 20 mm above
the exit of the co-ﬂow nozzle.
4.2. RANS-PDF simulation setup
The computational implementation of the RANS-PDF method is
based on thework of di Veroli and Rigopoulos [54,55]. Their original
implementation was developed for constant-density ﬂows, so their
code was modiﬁed to account for density variations in turbulent
combustion ﬂows. The ﬂow ﬁeld computations is done with the
RANS code BOFFIN [56], which is a ﬁnite volume CFD solver. The
equations of k and e are in the standard form except for the well-
known modiﬁcation of Ce2 to 1.8 instead of 1.92 to correct the tur-
bulent jet spread rate. The turbulent Schmidt or Prandtl numberr is
taken to be 0.7. The Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) scheme
developed by Van Leer [57] is applied to the convection terms, as
it is known to give a second order accuracy for the differencing
and prevents spatial oscillations. Cell face values which are
required in the TVD scheme are obtained from an upwind interpo-
lation with the correction and limiter of Van Leer [57].
The grid employed in this study is axisymmetric, orthogonal
and non-uniform as it is generated with a moderate expansion
ratio around [1.02] in both the axial and radial directions, in order
to obtain ﬁner resolution in the near-ﬁeld region (i.e. near the jet
and pilot nozzles). The solution domains for ﬂames E and F was
extended to 100 jet diameters (100D) in the stream-wise direction
and 15 diameters (15D) in the radial direction and the grid has
100  80 orthogonal non-uniform cells in the axial and radial
directions respectively. The solution domain of ﬂame D has the
same grid spacing of the other two ﬂames but has only 70 cells
in the stream-wise direction, which extends only up to (55D). A
simulation for ﬂame D with a 100D-long grid (not presented here)
showed that clipping the grid to 55D did not affect the results.
At the inlet boundary, the values of the dependent variables
need to be speciﬁed explicitly. The detailed ﬂowﬁeld experimental
data by Schneider et al. [52] include proﬁles at an axial distance of
1 mm from the jet exit, so the inlet proﬁle for mean axial and radial
velocity and turbulent kinetic energy can be taken from this data
set. According to [52], turbulent kinetic energy is computed, with
the assumption of axial symmetry, from axial and radial Reynold
stress components. The dissipation rate e is not explicitly provided
and has to be carefully estimated. It can be approximated from the
turbulent kinetic energy using the mixing length hypothesis to
specify the mixing length [58]. There are many forms for the proﬁle
of the mixing length that can be applied for the turbulent fuel jet.
Those that have been suggested in the literature include the ramp-
ing function of [59] (lm ¼ minðjy;0:09RÞ) where y is the distance
from the nozzle wall. This form applies variation in mixing length
with y only in the cells next to the wall when y < 0:22R. Both
Nikuradse and Merci et al. [60] proposed alternative expressions
which incorporate variation of the mixing length with y for all
the jet radius (see Merci et al. [60]). Alternatively, constant mixing
length assumption throughout the jet radius has also been used
(e.g. [61] with lm ¼ 0:075R) and ejet would only vary with k. The lat-
ter constant lm approximation has been used in this study. Finally,
detailed species concentrations for the pilot of ﬂame D were also
provided by Barlow and Frank [62]. This measured pilot composi-
tion has been used in all computations of the three ﬂames.
4.3. Chemical kinetics and selection of constraints
In this study, the determination of the set of constraints
employed in the PDF simulation was determined via a series oflaminar ﬂamelet simulations with increasing numbers of con-
straints. As mentioned, one of the advantages of RCCE is that it
greatly facilitates the investigation of reduced mechanisms, as
one simply needs to change the speciﬁcation of constraints exter-
nally (i.e. as an input to the code) without need to change the
structure of the equations or the numerics. The laminar ﬂamelet
is an abstract problem with a strong similarity to turbulent diffu-
sion ﬂames, especially since one can vary the strain rate to gener-
ate conditions similar to what would result at extinction. The fuel
and oxidant at the ﬂamelet calculations were set to be the same as
the composition of the inlets to the Sandia ﬂames. All the sets of
constraints employed here are global; although further reﬁnement
is possible via adaptive selection of constraints [63], the intention
here was to examine the potential of a single global RCCE-reduced
mechanism to capture the structure of these benchmark ﬂames.
The successive improvement of the predictions for various sets
of constraints is shown in Fig. 1. The seven most major species, i.e.
CH4;O2;CO2;CO;H2O;N2;H2, as well as the important radicals
H;OH and O formed the basis for the investigation. As no NOx pre-
dictions will be attempted here, no further N-containing species
were investigated. The three dominant C2 species (C2H2;C2H4
and C2H6), as well as the radical CH3, were also found to be essen-
tial and are present in most reduced CH4 combustion mechanisms.
These 14 constraints comprise the ﬁrst set plotted in Fig. 1. At low-
er strain rate, this set produces very good results, but it extinguish-
es at higher strain. A 16-constraint set adding CH2O and CH3OH
could maintain the ﬂame at higher strain rate, but not close to
extinction. Finally, the addition of CH2 and CH2ðsÞ reproduced well
the extinction strain rate, as well as the structure of the ﬂame
across the whole range of strain rates. It must be noted that most
of these species are included also in the well-known ARM reduced
mechanism and its predecessors [64,65,9], and the size of the
mechanism is also similar.
The actual number of scalars to be integrated in RCCE is 24 (18
species + 4 elements + 2 thermodynamic constraints). The CPU
time required to integrate the RCCE-reduced mechanism per time
step varied from about 40% to 60% of the time required for direct
integration to sometimes being comparable. The low CPU gain is
due to several factors; the degree of reduction is not great (about
half the number of ODEs), and in addition GRI 3.0 is a very efﬁcient,
non-stiff mechanism; previous studies with a bigger and more stiff
propane mechanism [21] indicated much higher CPU savings.
However, it must be noted that any real-time integration of chem-
istry is costly for use in a PDF method; the main objective of apply-
ing RCCE is the reduction in the dimensionality so that the reduced
mechanism may be tabulated, and mechanisms of around 20 spe-
cies have be successfully tabulated via ANN [27].5. Results and discussion
5.1. Flow ﬁeld and mixture fraction predictions
The three ﬂames have been computed with direct integration of
the GRI 3.0 mechanism and with the 18-constraint RCCE reduced
mechanism. Overall, the general characteristics of ﬂow ﬁeld of
the three ﬂames are reasonably well reproduced. The centreline
mean mixture fraction is comparable up to x ¼ 30D but is consid-
erably underpredicted at higher axial distances. In addition the ini-
tial radial spreading of the fuel (e.g. at x ¼ 7:5D and x ¼ 15D) is
overpredicted, which is likely to be due to either uncertainties in
mixing modelling or overprediction of ek, which is used to calculate
the apparent turbulent diffusivity for notional particles. The pro-
ﬁles of the mean axial velocity and turbulent kinetic energy for
ﬂames D and F are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. The proﬁles of mean
axial velocity are in good agreement with measurements, although
(a) T vs z, 400 s−1 (b) T vs z, 1200 s−1 (c) T vs z, 1800 s
−1
(d) CO2 vs z, 400 s−1 (e) CO2 vs z, 1200 s−1 (f) CO2 vs z, 1800 s−1
(g) CO vs z, 400 s−1 (h) CO vs z, 1200 s−1 (i) CO vs z, 1800 s−1
Fig. 1. Comparison of direct integration (+) with 18-constraint set (), 16-constraint set () and 14-constraint set () for a laminar ﬂamelet with the Sandia inlet composition.
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dashed lines are RCCE calculations.
S. Elbahloul, S. Rigopoulos / Combustion and Flame 162 (2015) 2256–2271 2261there are some inaccuracies in the predicted turbulent kinetic
energy.
The mean mixture fraction proﬁles are also reasonably accurate,
showing that the shapes of the ﬂames are reproduced correctly. Anunderprediction in centreline values of mean mixture fraction is
notable, starting from x ¼ 25D. The underprediction is visible near
the centreline of the mean mixture fraction proﬁle at 30D as in
Fig. 4. On the other hand, the radial proﬁles of mean mixture
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Fig. 3. Radial proﬁles of mean axial velocity and turbulent kinetic energy of ﬂame F. Squares are measurements, solid lines are results from direct integration of GRI 3.0 and
dashed lines are RCCE calculations.
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with overpredictions in the outer regions of the 7:5D and 15D pro-
ﬁles indicating early radial overspreading of the jet.
5.2. Temperature and species proﬁles
The unconditional mean temperature and chemical species pro-
ﬁles of the three ﬂames are shown in Figs. 5–10. In ﬂame D (Figs. 5
and 6) the scalar ﬁelds are strongly correlated with the mixture
fraction, hence the discrepancy in the mixture fraction affects thespecies and temperature proﬁles. The radial proﬁles of mean tem-
perature in physical space (top row of Fig. 5) shows that discrepan-
cies in mean temperature correspond to those in mixture fraction.
This is visible in the fuel-lean side (outer region) in the 7:5D and
15D proﬁles and in the fuel-rich side (inner centreline region) in
the 30D proﬁle. Since the discrepancies in scalar ﬁelds are to a
large extent induced by those in the mixture fraction predictions,
mean species proﬁles were plotted against mixture fraction.
The most important observation is that the predictions of the
RCCE simulations are nearly indistinguishable from those of direct
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Fig. 5. Radial proﬁles of unconditional mean temperature in physical space and mean mass fractions of CO2;H2O;CH4;O2 and CO in mixture fraction space for ﬂame D.
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ture fraction, temperature and the major species that were mea-
sured. Comparisons are also shown for the proﬁles of some minor
species for which there are no measurements, and there again
RCCE predictions shows very good agreement with the respective
direct integration computations. Overall, the RCCE-reducedmechanism shows excellent ability to reproduce the ﬁnite-rate
chemistry effects of the original mechanism in this ﬂame.
The results for the unconditional scalar ﬁelds in ﬂame E are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Some of the observations that have been
stated in the discussion of ﬂame D are also relevant here, par-
ticularly those related to mean mixture fraction. There is some
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Fig. 6. Radial proﬁles of unconditional mean mass fractions of H2;OH;H;C2H2;CH2O and CH3 in mixture fraction space for ﬂame D.
2264 S. Elbahloul, S. Rigopoulos / Combustion and Flame 162 (2015) 2256–2271discrepancy in the temperature and species proﬁles, particularly in
locations where mean mixture fraction predictions are in disagree-
ment with the measurements. In general, the unconditional scalar
ﬁelds in ﬂame E are reproduced with reasonable accuracy. Peakvalues of temperature and chemical products are relatively lower
in this ﬂame than in ﬂame D, which is consistent with the trend
shown in the measurements. In particular, the consumption rates
of O2 and CH4 are reproduced with excellent accuracy.
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Fig. 7. Radial proﬁles of unconditional mean temperature in physical space and mean mass fractions of CO2;H2O;CH4;O2 and CO in mixture fraction space for ﬂame E.
S. Elbahloul, S. Rigopoulos / Combustion and Flame 162 (2015) 2256–2271 2265Remarkably, mean CO mass fraction is well predicted by both the
direct integration of chemistry and RCCE at several locations. The
commonly experienced overprediction of CO in fuel-rich regions
in several previous studies is relatively small in the results
obtained in this study. The RCCE-reduced mechanism once again
shows excellent agreement with the detailed GRI 3.0 predictions,
apart from some discrepancies in the prediction of the minor spe-
cies at a somewhat higher level than that of ﬂame D.The results for the unconditional scalar ﬁelds in ﬂame F are
shown in the Figs. 5–10. The mixture fraction predictions in
ﬂame F are better than ﬂames D and E in some regions. In par-
ticular, the mean mixture fraction proﬁle at 30D is well predict-
ed, in contrast to the other two ﬂames where the values close
to the centreline are considerably underpredicted in this axial
location. The peak of mean temperature is overpredicted in
the 7:5D and 15D but improved considerably at 30D. The
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Fig. 8. Radial proﬁles of unconditional mean mass fractions of H2;OH;H;C2H2;CH2O and CH3 in mixture fraction space for ﬂame E.
2266 S. Elbahloul, S. Rigopoulos / Combustion and Flame 162 (2015) 2256–2271extinction at 15D is not fully captured, as it will be shown by
the scatter plots. The temperature overprediction is accompa-
nied with overprediction of consumption rates of reactants (O2and CH4) in the ﬂame zone at x ¼ 7:5D; x ¼ 15D, as well as of
the major combustion products, and is due to the difﬁculty in
producing the correct amount of extinction in ﬂame F, which
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Fig. 9. Radial proﬁles of unconditional mean temperature in physical space and mean mass fractions of CO2;H2O;CH4;O2 and CO in mixture fraction space for ﬂame F.
S. Elbahloul, S. Rigopoulos / Combustion and Flame 162 (2015) 2256–2271 2267is a common feature of most studies of this ﬂame. The compar-
ison of RCCE results with direct integration shows very good
agreement in most cases, following the trend exhibited by the
previous two ﬂames. The minor (non-measured) species show
slightly better agreement in ﬂame D, reﬂecting the less complex
chemistry exhibited by this ﬂame due to the lack of local
extinction.5.3. Scatter plots and micromixing
The effect of micromixing models on the prediction of extinc-
tion and reignition in these ﬂames has been addressed by several
studies such as [33,36,66]. Of particular relevance to us are the
results of the IEM model reported in all three studies. The values
of Cy adopted in these studies are higher than the value used in
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Fig. 10. Radial proﬁles of unconditional mean mass fractions of H2;OH;H;C2H2;CH2O and CH3 in mixture fraction space for ﬂame F.
2268 S. Elbahloul, S. Rigopoulos / Combustion and Flame 162 (2015) 2256–2271the present study, except for the ﬂame D simulation of [36] where
a value of 2.1 was used. Simulations with higher Cy values aid in
obtaining a burning ﬂame due to mixing enhancement, but result
in underprediction of the mixture fraction variance. Preliminarycalculations suggested that Cy ¼ 2:2 is a good value for all three
ﬂames, and close to the theoretical one for the IEM model (Cy ¼ 2).
The scatter plots of temperature for all three ﬂames at stations
15D and 30D are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Overall, the scatter plots
S. Elbahloul, S. Rigopoulos / Combustion and Flame 162 (2015) 2256–2271 2269show that both the direct integration of the detailed mechanism
and the RCCE-reduced mechanisms are capable of predicting an
amount of extinction. Most important, regarding the objective of
this study, is the fact that the results from RCCE and from direct
integration of the full mechanism are in excellent agreement.
Many of the particles with lower temperature are likely to be
particles that resulted from mixing between hot and cold particles,
but have not resided enough time in the reaction zone to be ignit-
ed. These particles seem to diffuse away from the reaction zone
due to excessive turbulent diffusion. Mixing between particles
with very diverse compositions is improbable, but the IEM model
lacks localness in composition space. Mixing and reaction should
ideally result in a variety of ignition or extinction scenarios, which
should result in spreading them over the allowable temperature
and composition range.
In general, it can be concluded that agreement between direct
integration and RCCE is very good but there is a considerable dis-
crepancy in the comparison with experiments, which is due to
the well-known shortcomings of the IEM mixing model. The latter
are usually remedied in RANS-PDF methods by increasing the mix-
ing rate coefﬁcient or by the use of more advanced mixing models,
while LES is more and more frequently being employed to improve
the ﬂow predictions and minimise the impact of the mixing model.
5.4. Comparison with other simulations of Sandia ﬂames
Although the focus of this work is on the comparison of RCCE
and direct integration, it is also useful to compare at this point
the results of the present study with those of other studies of the
Sandia ﬂames, such as the LES-PDF study of Jones and Prasad [8],
the RANS-PDF studies of Cao et al. [67,33], and the RANS-MMC 400
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Fig. 11. Temperature scastudies of ﬂame E by Wandel and Lindstedt [68] and of ﬂame D
by Vogiatzaki et al. [69]. Most of the studies, including the present
one, predicted an insufﬁcient amount of extinction in ﬂame F at
15D, and consequently the peak temperature is around 400 K high-
er than the measured values. The only study that did not suffer
from this overprediction is the simulations of Cao and Pope [67]
with the EMST and GRI 3.0 in which radiative effects were not
neglected. The overprediction of mean temperature in the extinc-
tion zone of ﬂame F demonstrates the challenge of ﬂame F to
simulations in predicting the measured amount of extinction with-
out causing blow-off of the ﬂame.
Both the LES of [8,70] predict more extinction in ﬂame F at 15D
than in ﬂame E. The scatter plots of the current study (Fig. 11) did
not show noticeable difference between the ﬂames E and F, even
with the full GRI 3.0 mechanism, indicating the advantage of the
LES over RANS approaches. There are some similarities between
present scatter plots of ﬂame D and those presented by Wang
and Chen in [71] including the delay of reignition after x ¼ 30D.
Their methodology is similar to the current study in employing
the GRI 3.0 mechanism in the context of the joint scalar PDF and
RANSmodelling, but they employed the EMSTmixing model rather
than the IEM.
On the other hand, in this work we obtained a remarkable level
of accuracy of mean CO peak value, particularly in the fuel-rich
regions of ﬂames E and F. Mean CO proﬁles of ﬂame E show less
overprediction than the LES-PDF simulations of [8], the LES-FPV
simulations of [38] and the RANS-MMC simulations of [68].
Furthermore, the amount of overprediction in the peak values of
CO at the 30D axial location of ﬂame F in [8] is larger than in this
study. The correct prediction of mean CO is evident in the direct
integrations, indicating the potential of the transported PDF 0.4  0.6  0.8
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Fig. 12. Temperature scatter plot at x = 30D.
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GRI 3.0 mechanism. What is more important with respect to the
objective of this study, however, is the fact that the RCCE-reduced
mechanism was able to retain this potential.6. Conclusions
Mechanism reduction is key to the success of PDF methods, as
chemistry computations are extremely expensive when carried
out by detailed mechanisms. For large-scale PDF computations
tabulation is the only practical way to introduce detailed chemistry
(as in e.g. [27], but mechanism reduction is an essential prerequi-
site since the number of variables must be substantially reduced
for tabulation to be feasible. RCCE is a systematic method of
mechanism reduction that offers the ﬂexibility of easy derivation
and testing of reduced models, since the selection of slow/fast spe-
cies enters as external input in the computational implementation.
The objective of this paper was to assess the potential of RCCE as a
physical assumption for mechanism reduction in turbulent ﬂames.
To this end, we performed real-time integration of the RCCE differ-
ential equations coupled with a transported PDF method for the
Sandia D/E/F ﬂames and compared their results with those from
direct integration of a widely used detailed mechanism (GRI 3.0).
Computations were carried out with a RANS-PDF code employ-
ing the eddy-diffusivity k emodel for turbulence modelling and a
Lagrangian Monte Carlo particle method for solving the joint-scalar
PDF transport equation. The set of constraints for the RCCE was
chosen based on ﬂamelet simulations using detailed and RCCE-re-
duced chemistry at different strain rates. RCCE showed excellent
ability in reproducing the ﬁnite-rate chemistry effects capturedby the detailed mechanism in these turbulent jet ﬂames, with
the accuracy in the prediction of major and minor species’ proﬁles
reaching in most cases that of the detailed mechanism. The shape
of the ﬂames was reasonably well reproduced, with some discrep-
ancies in mixture fraction caused by the eddy-diffusivity mod-
elling. Scatter plots reproduced a reasonable amount of
extinction and reignition present in the experiments, but more
importantly the results of RCCE and direct integration were almost
indistinguishable. Better yet predictions can be accomplished by
employing a more advancedmixing model, or by LES, in which case
the impact of the mixing model can be minimised through grid
reﬁnement. The main conclusion arising from this study, however,
is that RCCE in its original form, i.e. direct integration of the RCCE
ODEs coupled with a transported PDF method, is able to capture
the chemical effects in turbulent ﬂames at a level similar to that
predicted by the detailed mechanism, while reducing its dimen-
sionality and thus offering a sound basis for the development of
tabulation approaches.
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